
Community Wellbeing Newsletter 

Thank you to everyone who supported the Easter raffle by supplying and then buying tickets. We made a 

staggering £300. We will be using this money and the  Christmas raffle to go towards new iPads for the 

children. Again, thank you for you support, and to Mrs Keen for organising and resisting eating any of 

them! Keep checking our New Facebook page as we are putting daily pictures of work and activities the 

children are achieving every day.  

Free Uniforms 

Please could you return the order 

forms for your free uniforms  

before 28/5/21.  We can place a bulk order and 

hopefully get it back to you before we break up 

for summer. If you have not received a form 

please contact Sally Layton or  your class teacher.  

 

 

The Citizens Network is made up of adults, young people and children who have a disa-
bility or long term health condition, along with parents, carers and other family mem-
bers and provides a safe space to communicate thoughts, opinions and concerns around 
accessibility to enable us all to encourage necessary change in order to maintain equal 
opportunities, and be physically active. The Include Me project brings communities, 
businesses and the West Midlands Combined Authority together to collectively collabo-
rate on solutions to make things as accessible for everyone. 

This is a fantastic opportunity where our minority groups are finally being put into pri-

mary focus to create change throughout the West Midlands in an effective way, and the 

best part about it in my opinion is the fact that we will finally have one place we can go 

to where our voices will be heard. 

We have joined Include me and will be putting forward our pupils voices at meetings. If 

any parents or carers want to get involved and share their voice please get in touch and 

I can send you the link to get involved or just to find out more information.  

     Save  the date  Tuesday 25th  May  2021 
 

Pupils joined by staff are taking part  in this years Race for Life in aid of Breast Cancer uk. They will be 

running/walking, hoping or skipping  5K around a planned route on  our local racecourse.  You should   

have received a sponsor form  and any support you could offer would be  gratefully received. 

 

 

You can also make a donation via the just giving page                https://fundraise.cancerresearchuk.org/page/riverside-school 

            

 

 

 

 

 

                   Lets  make this happen together 

Collecting Awards. 

Two of our year 11 boys 

attended the Tryangle 

Award 2021 event to pick 

up their certificate and 

trophy. Congratulations to 

you all and look out for 

details in Worcester news 
  Half term starts 2pm 28th May returning Monday 7th June 

https://fundraise.cancerresearchuk.org/page/riverside-school


Emerging financial independence and the risks of gambling 

Being in charge of your own money is great, but it can also be challenging. Young people may want to try things they haven’t 

been able to do before, like gambling, which could potentially lead to develop harmful habits. Here’s a guide to what you need to 

know and how to spot signs of problems.  

Young people can make all sorts of early mistakes with their money– speeding sprees, eating lots of junk food and they might  also 

try gambling, especially if their friends are doing it, or if they think it’s a way to make money fast.  

Recent research found that 36% of 11 to 16 year olds in the UK have spent their own money on gambling in the last year. Most of this 

occurs via slot machines or private bets with friends. The minimum age which you can participate in most forms of gambling in the 

UK is 18, with a few exceptions such as National Lottery.  

Meanwhile, new forms of gambling are gaining popularity. The number of 11 to 16  year olds who’ve gambled online has tripled 

since 2018.  

53% of children and young people have watched a gambling advert on TV. 

49% of children and young people have seen gambling adverts on social media. 

50% of children and young people have seen gambling adverts relating to a sports event.  

Many people gamble safely and enjoy it. Most people who gamble don’t develop additive behaviours. But gambling can become 

risky and obsessive, leading to a sense of  loss of control.  

Signs to watch out for 

The trouble with problematic gambling behaviour is that it can look like a lot of other problems. 

 Changes in behaviour (might be distracted, moody, sad, worried, anxious) 

 Becoming secretive or lying                                                                                                         

 Missing school, not submitting homework, dropping grades 

 Unexplained time away from home, withdrawal from friends and family 

 Less involvement with usual activities and hobbies 

 Keen interest in gambling conversations 

 Playing gambling-type games online 

 Asking for/borrowing money from family or friends 

 Unexplained debts or extra cash/possessions 

 Feeling anxious, depressed, or worried about gambling 

These can all be signs that someone is struggling with gambling, its also helpful to bear gambling in mind. You can find more support 

and advice at BeGambleAware.org and the Know The Stakes hub, a collaboration between Parent Zone and GambleAware.   

Talking to your child 

If your child chooses to open up, listen while reassuring them that you care about their wellbeing and that you’re concerned about  

anything that puts them at risk. Of course, it’s possible your child may feel ashamed and be defensive. You can always come back 

to it.  

Here are some services you can suggest if  someone close to you ants to get on top of their spending. 

 GAMSTOP: prevents users from accessing gambling websites for a period of wither six months 1 year  or 5 years. 

 Muliti Operator Self Exclusion Scheme: fi they struggle with offline gambling,, they can prevent them from gambling in the 

betting shops of their choice for 12 months. 

 Bank account gambling block: Banks  like HSBC, Starling and Barclays offer their uses the option to block all spending on 

gambling w4ebsites and companies.  

Where to go for help. 

The Nation Gambling Helplines—provides free support 24 hours a day, seven days a week and is completely anonymous. The 

counsellors are able  to help  with everything gambling related, from debt advice to crisis support.  The helpline  is open  not  only to 

people suffering from gambling disorders but also for  those concerned about someone else's gambling.  

The CNWL NSH Foundation Trust runs the young Peoples’ Problem gambling Clinic . This now treats young people  aged 13 to 25 who 

are  struggling with gambling or gaming.  

AT Riversides we  will shortly having a  workshop for young people  from BIGDEAL  to talk to our secondary pupils. If you would like 

more details, contact the school.  

BeGambleAware.org
Know%20The%20Stakes


 top tips to boost working memory in 

children. 

What is working Memory 

Working memory is our brains temporary storage system where we hold information briefly to carry our daily tasks. We use 

our working memory when we follow instructions, complete mental  calculations, or hold a phone number in our head while 

searching for a pen. Its is like a mental whiteboard where we momentarily store information so we can complete a task. 

Although our working memory capacity grows through childhood it is limited, and some people ‘s temporary  storage system 

is a lot smaller than other.  

How will I know if my child has working memory problems? 

Its common for children diagnosed with specific learning and language difficulties( SPLD), such as dyslexia 

and developmental language disorder (DLD), to have poor working memory problems. However, there are 

many other children who are not categorised as having special educational needs that may also struggle. 

Children with poor working memory capacity often have poor attention spans. They may be mislabelled as 

lazy, poor listeners, or dreamer.  

When a child's working memory has been overloaded, they often "zone out” and this is when they miss crucial information, 

and their progress becomes patchy.  

Ways you can help at home 

 Build memory palace—this is not a trick for children. A Memory Palace is an imaginary 

location in your mind where you can store mnemonic images. Mnemonic refers to a 

system of patterns or images. The most common type of memory palace involves making a 

journey through a place you know well, like a building, say your home or school. Along the 

journey, there are specific locations that you always visit in the same order. You can tach your child to remember a 

history lesson or story in that manner.  

 Set A Schedules and establish routines– children thrive on them, and they make perfect methods for enhancing your 

child's memory. If your chid knows they read a book , have a bath , have a snack before bed  then automatically post 

dinner they will start to look for a book, want to go upstairs. As time goes on you can start to ask ‘what happens next 

'you could also ask your child to set up his/her own timetable and plan the daily routine.  

 We do, I do and the you do– young children model their parents’ actions. If you want your child to learn how to do 

something new, such as setting the dinner table or tidying toys away—do it first, then ask your child to help then 

finally ask your child to do it on his or her own. The repetition will enhance your child working memory and retention. 

Doing rather than simply observing, helps your child store information  more solidly 

 Hone concentration with music– a calming and proven way  of enhancing a child memory is 

through, music. Music has the power to help us focus and can actually manipulate our mind 

and help us create and retain more full-bodied memories. Calming instrumental music in the 

background will help them focus, mnemonic and rhymes will help them retain and recall, 

learning an instrument or music form will help hone their concentration, retention, and 

confidence. 



We are updating our Facebook 

page to enable us to get 

more information out to 

the right people. If you 

find it closed down bare 

with us and we will contact you 

shortly with details on how and 

where to Join again.  

Useful numbers and websites 

Samaritans  116 123 Free  or website here   Calm 0800 58 58 58 or website here 

Mind  0300 123033093 text 86463 or website here   Childline 0800 1111 or  Website  

Respect—Men’s Advice line 0808 801 0327        Victim Support 0808  168 9111 

National Domestic Violence Helpline 0800 2000 247 

Please remember, there is no shame in using any of these services if you’re finding 

things difficult. We all need a little help sometimes. 

 Positive reinforcement—Positive reinforcement is the process of encouraging or establishing a patter of behaviour buy 

offering rewards in kind or by using encouraging words when the behaviour is exhibited.  This could be a simple task like 

making the bed, feeding the pets on time or helping with cooking a meal. Remembering, a bit of appreciation will help your 

chid retain that good memory and he or she will recall that pattern in the future.  

 Retain information with screen-game– Research has shown that memory games for kids are as important for growing brains 

as crosswords puzzles are for aging ones. And this definitely is the way to go if you want your child away from a screen! A 

child’s brain is constantly absorbing new information and at times this could get overwhelming. Knowing how to retain the 

right amount of information is an art and such memory tricks and games help in the process. Here are some really fun really 

challenging and really interesting screen-free memory games for the kinaesthetic learners:  

              bpengoloo  

              Coin Match  

              Card match (could be with animals , numbers or shapes depending on the age)  

              Storyboard creation and sequence sound chain or Chinese whispers  

              Simon says  

             Tongue twisters.  

 Use personal examples– children must care enough about the story or piece of information and must consider it personally 

important, for it to go through the brain filters and be stored as memory. Use your child’s interests to connect to the material. 

Making stories together using the information. Connecting to a rhyme or event that has occurred in our child’s life and 

question them about it in multiple ways.  

 Improve brain function with supper foods– the right kind of food is appropriate amounts can do wonders to our bodies. A 

balance diet is vital and can help improve a child’s brain function, memory and focus. Superfoods are; 

             Fatty fish, especially  salmon 

              Eggs, milk and yogurt 

              Vitamin E rich peanut butter 

              Whole grains like bread and cereal, oatmeal 

              Fruit and berries 

              Colourful fresh veg 

 Repeat and practice– children's brains builds unique and multiple pathways leading to the memory that have been stored. 

This makes memory-retrieval easy and effective. It is almost like exercising a muscle. Constantly practising or recalling a 

particular memory will help us make it stronger and will make the act much more effortless.  

https://www.samaritans.org/how-we-can-help/contact-samaritan/
https://www.thecalmzone.net/help/get-help/
https://www.mind.org.uk
https://www.mind.org.uk/information-support/helplines/
https://www.childline.org.uk/

